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Due to their inexpensive
production cost, plastic bags
are produced in large quantities,
often designed to be single-use
and given out in large numbers,
for free.

The
Plastic bag

Problem



Every hour,

approximately

200,000 plastic bags
are land filled.

Lagos alone generates 9000 metric tons of
waste daily; 86% of the waste generated
consists of plastic bottles and bags.

The
Plastic bag

Problem

In Nigeria about 50
billion plastic bags
are used every year

A family of four uses

an average of 1,500
plastic bags in a year



Where Are The Unrecycled
Plastic bags?

Drainage Ocean Landfills



Plastic bags tend to disrupt the

environment in a serious way. They get

into soil and slowly release toxic

chemicals. They eventually break down

into the soil, with the unfortunate result

that animals eat them and often choke

and die.

Single use plastic bag has an average

life span of 12 minutes, and destructive

span of about 1,000 year.

Blocking of drainage systems result to

flooding in Lagos.

Widespread production and use of

plastic bags cause environmental

pollution, constitute danger to public

health, and contribute to depletion of

natural resources.

The Effect of Unrecycled Plastic
bags

T



Major Channels of plastic bag
distribution in Lagos

Retail stores Eateries MarketsSupermarkets



Major Brands in plastic bag usage



In 2012, the Lagos State Waste Management
Authority (LAWMA) introduced a plastic bag buy-

back program to encourage sale of used plastic
bags to a state agency for recycling rather than
discarding them as trash.

In 2016, the Lagos State Waterways Authority
(LASWA) also launched the “Caring for our
Waterways” campaign to educate Lagos
residents on the dangers posed by plastic bags
and other solid wastes to state waterways.

Steps taken by Lagos State
Govenment but not implemented



Ask customers to bring their own bags.

Place a price tag on carrier shopping bags made

from single use plastics will discourage it request.

Educate customers using flyers and posters in stores

on concerns about the environment in order to take

necessary action that will mitigate plastic pollution.

Provide reusable carrier bags made from

biodegradable materials other than plastics at price

that is comparable to those of non-biodegradable

equivalent.

Run plastic bag drive campaigns with NGO’s.

Way Forward to reduce
plastic in Lagos

G O V E R N M E N T

Impose a ban on plastic bags:

Introduce a tax on plastic bags.

A properly designed buy-back option,

can gradually replace plastic bags

with more desirable alternatives.

Government with civil socities should

educate relevant stakeholders in the

production and distribution chain.

S U P E R M A R K E T /
E A T E R I E S

I N D I V I D U A L S

When you go to shop at marts, malls

or stores, carry your plastic bag from

home, reuse the one you were given

before and don’t collect new bags.

Buy reusable bags from eco

conscious businesses.



Reusable bags are affordable and widely

available.

Have a longer useful life span.

Lead to greater waste reduction.

"No bag" for small single items.

Combine multiple purchases into one bag.

A durable reusable bag is the best way to bring

home your purchases. Our goal is to reduce

overall plastic bag use.
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Campaign Materials
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